Top 4 business outcomes of a modern apps approach.

A recent IDC study shows that when organizations use a DevOps approach and deploy a unified infrastructure platform, they accelerate their time-to-market and are able to drive considerable business results, as outlined below.

A modern apps approach has enabled surveyed organizations to:

- Improve customer satisfaction up to 21%*
- Reduce time-to-market up to 19%*
- Improve employee productivity up to 19%*
- Improve customer retention up to 19%*

Top 4 business outcomes of a modern apps approach.

Accelerate collaboration and innovation with APEX Hybrid Cloud.

Enable a modern apps approach with a unified cloud infrastructure from APEX Hybrid Cloud with VMware Tanzu. You can also acquire technology and expertise as you need it with flexible as-a-Service and consumption-based delivery models.

Read IDC Study
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